
Pain Free
Living

Program

T i g e r  E y e  W e l l b e i n g
p r e s e n t s

RELEASING YOU FROM THE
CONSTANT, NIGGLING

PAIN HOLDING YOU BACK
TO FREEDOM OF
MOVEMENT AND

INCREASED ENERGY
WITHIN 30 DAYS



Spring to life and get

those muscles

moving doing all the

things you love with

those who matter

most - pain free and

HAPPY!OVER TAKING PANADOL? 

You have seen all the so-called “pain experts”, yet getting to sleep is still a

nightmare with the constant pain preventing you from getting comfortable and

makes waking up even harder - You want to easily drift off to sleep and wake up

revitalised and ready for your day

CAN'T SLEEP?

WASTING TIME AND MONEY?

KEEP GETTING THE SAME INJURY? 

It’s painfully ironic that the expensive overuse of panadol and other pain

medication doesn't fix the problem causing you pain but instead masks it

temporarily only for the pain to return a few hours later sometimes worse - you

no longer want to medicate to stay ahead of your pain levels but have real

solutions

Isn’t it funny that no matter how much time you take out of your life every month

to visit a practitioner your body still hurts and often gets worse throughout the

day - You’d like to live pain free day.after.day.

You've done the rehab and spent hours putting in work that’s meant to help

you shift your pain but even the simplest of tasks like picking up your

groceries or getting up from your work chair sends you back to square one

with your pain - all you want is the solution to see you get back to exercise

and living your best life



WITHIN 30 DAYS YOU WILL SHIFT
FROM….

INTRODUCING PAIN
FREE LIVING

Wasting your money on pain medication that never

seems to totally remove the pain to gaining back

complete freedom to move your body

Feeling frustrated and annoyed because you can’t get

on top of the pain that is holding you back from

training the way you really want; Instead take back

control and feel fitter and stronger than ever before

Tired and stiff to waking up each day feeling energised

and ready for your day ahead, energetic and pain free

for maybe the first time in a long time

The guilt and shame you’ve had from being cranky

with those you love because of your pain and shift into

reconnecting with those you love



A 4 WEEK TRANSFORMATIONAL
JOURNEY ABOUT UNDERSTANDING

YOUR UNIQUE PAIN, THE THINGS THAT
IMPACT YOUR PAIN AND HOW TO

SIMPLE BUT POWERFUL TECHNIQUES TO
MOVE PAIN ON ITS WAY OUT THE DOOR

MODULES INCLUDE
Acupressure points for pain, breathing and core activation

Learning how to stand and your daily required hydration 

Foods and drinks that make your pain worse and how to

tweak your lifestyle around this

Stretches for the whole body (not simply to target the

area of pain)

A plan for your body’s recovery when you return to

exercise

These involve videos and PDF’s with information to guide you

every step of the way (there is no guess work here)

PLUS habit tracking for each week so you can track your

progress

PLUS personal development for each week to understand

your pain in a way you've never thought of before 

All for a little more than seeing me in clinic for one

appointment - $129

PLUS...

INVOLVING

ALL FOR 



Bachelor of Sports Science and Social Science (psychology)
Diplomas in kinesiology, mind body medicine and management 

Multiple certifications and qualifications in a range of
different holistic healing and transformational methods all to

help you achieve the results you want in the shortest time
frame possible 

I’m leading the way in Pain Management 
through Integrative Complementary Medicine. 
I’m a kinesiologist, founder of the Pain Free 
Living program and totally obsessed with helping 
people create the l ives they love by being pain 
free. Lives that create the space for real 
freedom, energy and movement of the body, 
doing simple tasks and the exercise that you 
want to be doing.With over 10 years in the 
personal transformation and health industry, and helped
hundreds of people see the other side of their battle with pain,
I’ve gained the knowledge and experience needed to guide you
on your journey to being pain free.

I have:

 
You might have seen me umpiring a national or international

game of hockey on Foxtel or Kayo. Alternating between keeping
up with the world's el ite hockey players whilst also smashing out

some weights in my tiny, local gym. Ultimately moving my body
the way I want to move it, and all pain free.

 
I walk my talk.

I have been where you may be right now, struggling with pain,
lying awake at night wondering what the heck was wrong with
me. I even considered going back for more MRI’s even though
the surgeon had already told me I didn't need surgery, (thank

god I l istened to my heart and stopped wasting money on things
that wouldn't help). 

 

Hi, I'm Michelle 



I spent loads of money on pain medication that didn’t work
because it was masking the pain, not solving the cause of the

pain, leaving me feeling alone and annoyed.
 

What I came to realise, after spending 18 months in an
overwhelmed pain cycle, was that I wasn’t a gal who was defined
by what was l imiting me, who was happy to simply “deal” with this
pain for the rest of my l ife. I got a handle on my pain when I was

in charge of my health, in control of my energy, my challenges
and my wins over my pain, but had support of a real person to ask

questions when I was confused of the way forward or what was
happening with my unique pain (because let's be honest, no 2

people experience pain the same way).
 

Those who work with me in the Pain Free Living program are the
same.

They are all unique, switched on individuals and have amazing
knowledge of themselves they need to tap into. They all value
taking charge and understanding what's happening for them.
And…They are not waiting for someone to “fix” them, but are

READY to make their dreams of being pain free a reality
no.matter.what!

 
When I’m not helping others realise their pain free goals, you wil l
probably find me at the gym, at hockey, doing yet another load of

washing, going for a walk with my husband or…
 

With my head in a book, learning and gaining more knowledge to
share with the next person who is ready to rise up and realise

their dreams for their l ife (and how that does not involve pain).
Ready to start building your best l ife that l ights your heart and

soul on fire and creates greater freedom, movement and
happiness?

 
Take my hand and let’s do this!



WHAT MY CLIENTS
SAY...

TONY, A RETIREE... 
I kept messing up my back. Every couple of months, I would do

something like bending over to pick up a vacuum and ping my back

would spasm. I had seen a chiro and had massages but nothing worked

until I found Michelle and her program. She combines so many skills,

techniques and modalities that helped me to finally conquer my pain and

get back to walks and kayaking with my wife.

ANNA, A BUSY MUM
After the first week I noticed I was

dancing along to the music in the car,

something I hadn't done for months

due to my constant pain. I had regular

osteo appointments but we knew we

weren't getting to the cause of my

pain, my ribs kept popping out of place

for an unknown reason. Working with

Michelle led me to understand why my

pain kept coming back and allowed me

to take control of my pain and do steps

everyday by myself, without needing

so many regular appointments, saving

me a heap of money.

SOOZE, A RECEPTIONIST
Michelle is an amazing kinesiologist

and masseuse. One session and I am in

a blissful state of being and so looking

forward to how I will feel after the

whole program. Thank you. 



It is all about
Pain Free Living

THE FREEDOM TO MOVE YOUR
BODY

GET BACK TO THE
EXERCISES/TRAINING YOU WANT

TO BE DOING
WAKING UP FEELING ENERGISED

AND READY FOR A FULL DAY
LESS CRANKINESS AT YOUR

FAMILY AND MORE HAPPINESS

YOU WILL GET:
1 .

2 .

3 .

4 .

All you have to do now is hit the
button below, pay and you will
start living your Pain Free Life 

Your B.E.S.T. life 

I want to be 
Pain Free 

Once I get notification of payment, I will send you an email with
immediate access to the learning portal and community YAY!!

https://checkout.square.site/merchant/A3XW11SP0YY18/checkout/EE5NH5ZT6V6QDATYFWWDJXUB
https://checkout.square.site/merchant/A3XW11SP0YY18/checkout/EE5NH5ZT6V6QDATYFWWDJXUB
https://checkout.square.site/merchant/A3XW11SP0YY18/checkout/EE5NH5ZT6V6QDATYFWWDJXUB
https://checkout.square.site/merchant/A3XW11SP0YY18/checkout/EE5NH5ZT6V6QDATYFWWDJXUB

